
TO GENERATE QUALITY LEADS
WITH EASE

5 HANDY TIPS



1   .Produce Quality Content:
 Content is the backbone of

your marketing strategy,
and if handled poorly, it can
completely break your
business and dreams of
achieving success in life.

Creating high-quality
content with rich content
and relevant information
can be an asset for you as
it can generate more leads
for you 

2    Narrow your readership to       
one target audience 

 
 This could be a tough one. You

may have more than one audience
for your products or services. 

A lot of times people do have a
hard time isolating one audience.
They think they might miss out.
But content and marketing work
best for one set of audiences. 
 



I am sure you don’t want the trouble of
writing content and then your target
audience or viewers not taking the
next step.

Whether you want them to schedule a
call or a demo, buy your product, or
call for more information you will have
to tell them 

Therefore adding a CTA at the end is a
must

 Put a call to action at the end 
 
 

3

Every piece of content created, should
be sent to every potential customer via
email, newsletter, blogs as much as
possible 

Slice and dice your content in every
possible manner 

It is weird to see that how companies
come up with a lot of content and send
them out a few times and then stop.

Promote and repurpose your content4



One terrific way to improve your headline is to include the
problem. Problem-based headlines can increase the
clickthrough rates because you are enticing the prospects by
exact people are wired to respond easily to the problems,
that’s how the human brain works. This is one of the best
ways to get more response . 

5   Use a problem-based headline instead  
 of a solution-based headline

Use these tips on generating leads and fill your sales funnel
faster 

Get an 30 minute free call with us

Contact us at :
+91 993 888 8854

Connect with us at :
srm@cosmoquest.in

book an appointment


